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DRAW CEREMONY – QUARTER-FINALS, SEMI-FINALS AND FINAL 

House of European Football, Nyon, 10 February 2023 

 

Quarter-finals 
 

Time: 13.00 CET 

Duration: approximately 10 minutes 

Number of teams involved: 8 

Number of seeded teams: 4 (group winners) 

Number of matches: 4 x 2  

Match dates: 21/22 and 29/30 March 2023 

 

Conditions of the draw  

At this stage of the competition there is no country protection. 

The draw respects the following principles in accordance with Paragraphs 13.08 and 19.01 of the 2022/23 
UEFA Women’s Champions League regulations: 

- The group winners are seeded above the group runners-up. 

- The group winners must be drawn against runners-up from a different group. 

- The runners-up play the first leg at home. 

Draw procedure 

The four balls containing the names of the group runners-up are placed in one bowl and the four balls 
containing the names of the group winners are placed in another bowl. 

A ball is drawn from the bowl with the group runners-up. The team drawn is placed as the home team in 
the quarter-final 1 tie. 

A ball is then drawn from the bowl with the group winners. The team drawn is placed as the visiting team 
to complete the quarter-final 1 tie. 

The same procedure is repeated to designate the remaining three quarter-final matches. 

If a group winner is drawn against the runner-up from the same group, the group winner is moved to be 
the visiting team in the next tie and another group winner is drawn to complete the current tie. Another 
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group runner-up is then drawn to complete the next tie as the home team. Should a clash be possible 
when drawing the last two ties, the teams will be drawn and will be assigned to the ties. 

Semi-finals 
 

Time: 13.10 CET 

Duration: approximately 5 minutes 

Number of teams involved: 4  

Number of matches: 2 x 2 

Match dates: 22/23 April and 29/30 April 2023 

 

Draw procedure 

At this stage of the competition, no teams are seeded and there is no country protection. 

The balls containing slips of paper “winners of quarter-final 1” to “winners of quarter-final 4” are placed in 
the central bowl and shuffled. 

The first and the second ball drawn designate the first pairing of the semi-finals. In addition, the first ball 
drawn designates the home team for the first leg. 

The same procedure is repeated to designate the second semi-final pairing. 

 

Final 
 

Time: 13.15 CET 

Duration: approximately 2 minutes 

Number of teams involved: 2  

Match date: 3 June 2023 in Eindhoven 

 

Draw procedure 

The two balls containing slips of paper “winners of semi-final 1” and “winners of semi-final 2” are placed in 
the central bowl and shuffled. 

The first team drawn determines the home team for the final. 
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Additional information 

The draw results will be communicated shortly after the conclusion of the draw.  

The match schedule for the quarter-finals will be communicated at 15.00 CET at the latest. 

The match schedule for the semi-finals will be communicated on 31 March 2023, after the return legs of 
the quarter-finals.  

In accordance with Paragraphs 23.06 and 25.04 of the competition regulations, the UEFA administration 
will determine which matches will be played on which days, and will establish the kick-off times. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

Group winners (seeded) 
Group runners-up
(unseeded)

Chelsea FC Women (ENG)  Paris Saint-Germain (FRA) 

VfL Wolfsburg (GER)  AS Roma (ITA) 

Arsenal Women FC (ENG)  Olympique Lyonnais (FRA) 

FC Barcelona (ESP)  FC Bayern München (GER) 
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DRAW RESULTS 

Quarter-finals 

1 80   - 80 
 

  

2    - 80 
 

  

3    - 80 
 

  

4   -  
 

 

 

Semi-finals 

1 80   - 80 
 

  

2    - 80 
 

  

Final 

1 80   - 80 
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